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OorreBpondtnce.

[No. 820.

The Flash-spectrum.
GENTLEMXN,-

If I may be permitted to make a rew further remarks in
rererence to Mr. Fowler's interesting communication in your last
number, I should like to say that my own results are in substantial
agreement with those of Mr. Mitchell in the tables of selected
lines which Mr. Fowler gives.
These show clearly the tendency of certain enhanced lines to
appear as strong lines in the fiash-spectrum, and I may admit
further that a considerable number of the stronger enhanced lines
of both iron and titanium coincide with abnormally strong lines of
single origin in the flash. This is proved by a comparison of the
intensities estimated by four different observers from the results
obtained at the eclipses of 18g8, Ig00, and 19OI.
It is possible I may have under-estima.ted the importance of
these coincidences, which are doubtless of lFeat interest and significance per Be. However, the question at Issue is whether or not
*-It is interesting to remember that this is the ton of the lut Gold
Uedallist or the Royal Aatl."onolUicel Society.
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there is such a fundamental difference between flash- and Fraunhofer .spectra as to lead us to abandon the view tbat the ftashkyer IS the seat of tbe Fraunhofer absorption-lines.
If a~ exte~~ed co~parison ~s made over a long range of spectrum
of the lUtenslties of lSoJ..ated lines of single origin it is found that
~or ea~~ element there ~s a close general correspondence with the
~ntensl~es .of the dark lines. The agreement is by no means exact
~n de~I~, since t~e enhanced lines in many cases produce abnormal
mtenslties: I gIve as an example a table showing the results I
have obtatned with the titanium lines between A 3500 a.nd

A 5000.

Titanium Lines in Sun R],1d Flash, A3500 to A5000.
Alilinee in Rowland's table ILSsigned to Ti only excepting those which are
obscured in the flash by strong hydrogen lines.
Intensity
in 0.

No. or lines
in 0.

Z

38
Z7

'5"
6 and over

I

No. of lines
in llash.

Average intensity
of ftash·lines.

I

---0

z7

49

19

13

0
10 ...

8
16

7

7

ZI

S

5

48

... The average intensity of the four Hash.lines is increllsed by two enhanoed
lines at]\x 3505'06 and 352.0'40; omitting these, the average is J.

It is from this general correspondence of intensity that I have
been led to conclude that the flash really represents a pOlotion of
the absorbing stratum, viz., the upper more difiused region.
The lower region immediately in contact with the photosphere
lUay give emission-spectra in which the enhanced lines are less
promillent; and althou~h this stratum is llOt able appreciably to
Impress the photographic plate at eclipses, it may yet have a very
considerable absorptive effect, perhaps as much or more than the
lUuch deeper upper region. It appeal's to me, however, that there
is no ground for abandoning the view that the w1u>le clepth of the
flash-layer is effective in producing the a.bsorption-lines; and in
the case of the hydrogen and calcium lines the whole depth of the
chromosphere itself is effective. This is indicated by the narrow
absorption-lines at t.he ce~tres ?f Hand K, which .~ee ~l! in
width o.nd absolute mtenslty Wlth the corresponding bl'lght lines
of the chromosphere.
Yours faithfully,
:Kenley, Surrey,
19Q2.. ;r\\~e :u.
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Ev'ERsEED,

